
Zoids Scramble: Rules 
 
 
You will each need: A deck (exactly 40 Zoids Scramble cards of your choice) 

Note: Decks must not include more than 4 cards with the same name. 
   A battle backing sheet (not strictly necessary, but helpful) 
 
Victory conditions: You win when you break all Energy cards set on your opponent’s base, 
   or when your opponent runs out of cards to draw. 
 
Card varieties: 
Zoid Cards: These are used to attack your opponent’s base or Zoids. 

 Types may be divided into subtypes.  Some Zoids have multiple subtypes. 

 [Attack: 2   Block: 0] indicates that two Energy cards must be set on this Zoid for it to 
perform an attack, but none are required for it to block. 

Pilot Cards: These are used to add power to your Zoids. 

 Only one pilot card can be set on a single Zoid card unless otherwise indicated. 

 Pilots can only be set on a Zoid if the Zoid’s type matches one of their piloting types. 

 The pilot’s power, plus the “special power” specified if they are piloting a particular subtype, 
is added to the power of the Zoid they are set on. 

Command Cards: These are used to support your Zoids in battle. 

 Operation type cards are used in the Operations Phase, Battle type cards in the Battle Phase. 
Energy Cards: These are required for Zoids to attack and block. 

 Any card can be used as an Energy card by setting it face down on a Zoid card. 
 
Setup: 1) Place the battle backing sheets facing each other, and sit facing your opponent. 
 2) Shuffle your deck and place it face down where indicated on the sheet. 
 3) Place four cards from the top of your deck face down on your base (to act as its Energy). 
 4) Draw six cards from your deck to form your hand. 
 5) Decide who will play first (using dice, rock-paper-scissors or similar). 
 
Gameplay: Each player’s turn consists of the following four phases, in order. 
Preparation Phase: Place all of your Zoids that are Exhausted (horizontal) into Standby (vertical).  

These Zoids are now ready to attack.  Both players skip this phase on their first turn. 
Supplement Phase: Draw one card from your deck and add it to your hand.  If you have no more 

cards to draw, you lose the game. 
Operations Phase: You can perform each of the following actions once, in any order.  You do not 

have to perform all (or any) of these actions. 
 1) Choose any one Zoid card from your hand and place it face up in the Arena.  You can only 

set one Zoid per turn. 
 2) Choose any one Pilot card from your hand and set it face up on one of your Zoids in the 

Arena.  The Zoid’s type must match one of the types listed on the Pilot card.  You cannot 
place two or more pilots with the same name in your side of the Arena. 

 3) Choose any one card from your hand and set it face down on one of your Zoids in the 
Arena as an Energy card.  There is no limit on the number of Energy cards you can set. 

 4) Choose any one Command card (Battle Type) from your hand and set it face down in the 
Arena.  You can set a maximum of five Command cards (Battle Type) in the Arena.  You can 
check your Command cards at any time, but you cannot check your opponent’s cards. 

 5) Choose any one Command card (Operation Type) from your hand and play it.  Some cards 
may require an additional cost.  After carrying out the card’s effects, place the used card face 
up in the Scrapyard. 



Battle Phase: The first player skips this phase on their first turn.  For a Zoid to attack, it must be in 
Standby and be set with a Pilot card and at least as many Energy cards as indicated on that 
Zoid’s card.  Zoids attack one at a time in whichever order you choose.  Set the attacking 
Zoid to Exhausted (horizontal) and declare its target.  You can attack either the opponent’s 
base or one Zoid set in their Arena. 

 If you attack your opponent’s base and are not blocked by a Zoid, you break one of the 
base’s Energy cards.  Your opponent adds one card from the base to their hand.  If their base 
runs out of Energy cards, you win the game. 

 If you attack one of your opponent’s Zoids and are not blocked, a battle begins between the 
two Zoids.  The attacked Zoid is set to Exhausted.  Exhausted Zoids can still be attacked. 

 If your opponent has a Zoid in Standby with at least as many Energy cards as it needs to 
block, that Zoid can block your attack.  When an attack is blocked, the attacking Zoid begins 
a battle with the blocking Zoid instead.  Zoids do not need a pilot to block.  An attacking Zoid 
can only be blocked by one Zoid.  The blocking Zoid is set to Exhausted. 

 Once a battle has begun, each side can turn one Command card (Battle Type) in the Arena 
face up and use it, starting with the attacking side.  You can also choose to pass.  Next, the 
blocking side can turn one of their Command cards (Battle Type) face up and use it, or 
choose to pass.  If the blocking side uses a Command card (Battle Type), the attacking side 
can then use another.  Once both sides choose to pass consecutively, the outcome of the 
battle is decided.  Afterwards, all Command cards used are placed in the Scrapyard. 

 The Zoid with the highest power, including all effects from Pilot and Command cards, wins 
the battle.  All Energy cards set on the losing Zoid are returned to their owner’s hand.  If no 
Energy cards are set on the losing Zoid, that Zoid and any cards set on it are placed in the 
Scrapyard.  If the battle is a draw, follow the above instructions for both Zoids. 

 As long as you have Zoids capable of attacking, you can attack with as many of them as you 
wish.  Once you have finished attacking, declare that your turn has ended.  The opponent 
then begins their turn. 

 
Special abilities: 
Unison: To set a Zoid marked as [Unison: xxx], the specified Zoids must be set in the Arena.  When 

setting a Unison-type Zoid, place it over the specified Zoids.  Their abilities can no longer be 
used.  All cards set on these Zoids are now set on the Unison-type Zoid.  Pilots contribute 
their power to the Unison-type Zoid even if they do not match its type(s). 

Flying: Zoids without the [Flying] ability cannot attack or block Zoids with the [Flying] ability. 
Scouting: When you set a Zoid marked with [Scouting: x], you can draw the specified number of 

cards from your deck. 
Electronic: When you set a Zoid marked with [Electronic: x], you can choose the specified number of 

Command cards set in the Arena (face down) and place them in the Scrapyard. 
High Output: When you attack using a Zoid marked with [High Output], you must place one of the 

Energy cards set on it in the Scrapyard. 
Support: When you set a Zoid marked with [Support: ___+x] in the Arena, the power of other Zoids 

of the specified type or subtype is increased by the specified amount. 
Attack Bonus: When you attack using a Zoid marked with [Attack Bonus +x], its power is increased by 

the specified value until the end of the battle. 
Block Bonus: When you block using a Zoid marked with [Block Bonus +x], its power is increased by 

the specified value until the end of the battle. 
Unmanned: Zoids marked with [Unmanned] cannot have Pilot cards set on them, but can attack and 

block without requiring a pilot. 
CAS: To set a Zoid marked as [CAS: xxx], the specified Zoid must be set in the Arena.  When setting a 

CAS-type Zoid, place it in the Arena and return the specified Zoid to your hand.  All cards set 
on that Zoid are now set on the CAS-type Zoid. 



 





 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


